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This is a nice study with appealing statistical modeling. It should be published. Here are some details to polish in the revised version:

The dis-balance between number of low-risk and hypertensive pregnancies is quite large, according to the figures on page 3 (lines 58-59). It should be mentioned somewhere in the discussion – and also in the Study limitations section.

On page 10, we find the sentence “Graphical analyses confirmed that 249 the variance function models were successful in accommodating the error heteroscedasticity.” without knowing what variance functions were used, exactly. It is probably the variance function implied by the mixed (heteroscedastic) model, but that should be stated explicitly.

Multivariate analysis heading on page 13 (line 305) is probably not more multivariate than the multiple regression is. The heading should be replaced.

Figures 1 and 2 are very hard to read (even after the jittering). To tell the truth, I...
cannot see the confidence intervals there at all. The authors should consider redrawing them using a more suitable graphical form (e.g. boxplots, or even better, separate histograms, etc. for the fitted values and then segments corresponding to different confidence intervals in the style of plot(intervals(object)) from nlme R package).